ABSTRACT -
I. INTRODUCTION
Hand gesture recognition has been a very active research topic in the area of computer vision. It has been widely applied in a large variety of practical applications in real world which includes security and surveillance, content-based video analysis, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and animation. The mainly HCI, e.g recognizing hand/body gestures to control game consoles [1] . Samsung smart-TV can manipulate TV-functions using dynamic hand gestures. Omron introduces the smart-TV integrated facial and hand recognition. PointGrab [2] proposed an unique solution based on shape and motion recognition including gesture, face and user behavior analytic. Consumer electronics and mobile devices like WiSee system [3] . However, Hand gesture recognition is still a challenging problem due to the complexity of hand shapes in gestures, multi-trajectory gestures, background condition and motion blurring and changing of light conditions. Recent research has been motivated to explore more efficient multi-modal gesture recognition methods [4] [5] [6] [7] . Furthermore, how to recognize human gestures using multi-modal information in an efficient way is still a hot topic.
In my research, we try to solve some following problems: -The first is following a hand gesture database set to control equipment that actions change following cycling and repeating of hand posture. They include on/off, go left and go right gestures. Moreover, each person implement is different from with other person about postures and velocity.
-We propose to use multi-modal data for this gestures recognition which are separated into spatial and temporal features.
Specifically, a novel approach using depth and RGB image from the Kinect sensor is proposed for multimodal gesture recognition. The general framework of the proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Consequently, the proposed system is feasible to deploy practical applications. The rest of paper is organized as follows: Sec. II. briefly survey related works. Sec. III. describes the proposed framework. Sec. IV. describes the experimental results and finally Sec. V. concludes and suggests further research directions.
II. RELATED WORKS
In term of the deploying applications using hand gestures, [8] proposes a static hand language recognition system to support the hearing impaired people; [9] uses hand postures to control a remote robot in mechanical systems; Similar systems have been deployed for game simulations such as [5] [10]. The fact, there are uncountable solutions for a vision-based hand posture recognition system. Readers can refer good surveys such as [12] [13] for technical details. Roughly speaking, according to the hand gesture recognition technical, some methods has been implemented that are Neural Network [14] , Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [15] [24] or early fusion. Another hand, according to the data inputs that the existing methods of gesture recognition or action recognition can be roughly divided into four categories: RGB video based, depth video based, skeleton data based and multi-modal data based.
In this study, we pursue a hand posture recognition system for controlling devices (e.g., televisions, lighting systems) in a smart-room. Therefore, we briefly survey recent trends that feasibly deploy to home appliances. Microsoft Xbox-Kinect is a success commercial product recognizing hand/body gestures to control game consoles [1] . Many technology companies launch smart-devices using like-Kinect sensors (e.g., Asus Kinect, softKinect). For instance, Samsung smart-TV can manipulate TV-functions using dynamic hand gestures. Omron introduces the smart-TV integrated facial and hand recognition. PointGrab [2] proposed an unique solution based on shape and motion recognition including gesture, face, and user behavior analytic. Increasingly, in-air gesture recognition is being incorporated into consumer electronics and mobile devices like WiSee system [3] . WiSee focuses on gesture recognition and shows how to extract gesture information from wireless transmissions. It promises new trend for home appliances because this technique can operate in non-line-of-sight scenario, that is a limitation of the vision-based system.
Controlling equipment is high accuracy equipment. Normally, setting the commands to control that are cyclical and repetitive. In the fact, the end_users doesn't implement the standard dynamic hand gestures. There someone doesn't implement the true time (faster and slower) or another ones doesn't implement standard phases (start, change, stop). Different from above works, in this study we focus on resolve problems with our database. The proposed system effective combine the spatial and temporal features to recognize the dynamic hand gestures that changes both hand shape and temporal.
III. PROPOSED APROACH
A. Proposed framework Hand gestures to control electronics equipment that requipments high accuracy recognition. Normally, controlling data for each activity of the hand gesture is a consecutive sequence of successive frames. Five hand gestures are defined and built by us to control electronics equipment that includes: increasing, decreasing, left, right and on/off. Those gestures are cycling and repeating. We consider dynamic hand gestures are an action that includes many consecutive hand postures in temporal and spatial. The problem is to find out the hand postures in each gesture, a connection of this hand posture about temporal and spatial to identify hand gesture. The implementation of sticking the whole process of hand gestures activities aimed at collecting more comprehensive information of each activity and provide appropriate identification for each gesture. Therefore, to describe the states of a processing, find out the relationship between them and a method of evaluating an activity with the same model with it or not. Here, an overview of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1 . By using a fixed the Kinect sensor, a RGB image and a depth image are concurrently wrapped. The main flow-work for detecting hand from (I, D) images consists of a series of the cascaded steps, as shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 . Calibration RGB-D images from the Kinect sensor Depth and RGB images from the Kinect sensor are not measured from the same coordinates. In the past, there were many researches have mentioned this problems as [13] . In our work, we utilized calibration method of Microsoft to repair the depth images. The result showed in Because the sensor and the environment are fixed, we firstly detect human regions using background subtraction techniques. Both depth and RGB images can be used for the background subtraction. Because, the depth data is less sensitive with illumination. Therefore, we use depth images for background subtraction. Among numerous techniques of the background subtractions, we adopt Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [36] because this technique have been shown to be the best suitable for our system. Figure 3 (a-c) shows results of the background subtraction. Given a region of human body (as shown in Fig. 3c ), we continuously extract candidates of the hand (as shown in Fig.  3d ) and a hand segmentation result X (as shown in Fig. 4 ) is taken out after pruning hand region that presents detail in [24] 
B. Pre-processing data

D. Characteristics of hand gesture
Hand gesture to be represented by a sequence of consecutive frames that improves hand images from the hand segmentation step. Hand gesture set is = { | = 1,2,3,4,5} which 1 is on/off hand gesture set, 2 is increase hand gesture set, 3 is decrease hand gesture set, 4 is go_left hand gesture set, 5 is go_right hand gesture set. Each gesture = { | = 1,2, … , } is defined by postures, hand gestures changes in shape, speed and phase: -Postures in a gesture are cycling and repeating ( Many approaches about hand gesture recognition that has been proposed in the related works. Hand gestures are mentioned in our database that has features: cyclical, repetitive about the shape, size of the gesture, the direction of movement in space, velocity. We divide these characteristics into two groups which can distinguish between various spatial-temporal data representing hand gestures. The first group is performed on a space invariant that includes presentations of cyclical repetition of shape, size. The second group is featured performers on a time interval invariant that includes the direction of movement and speed. With this unique group identification process we split into two hand gesture recognition parts: the spatial features recognition and temporal feature recognition which will be presented in detail in the following section.
E. Spatial hand gesture
Spatial features of a hand gesture which we focus on resolve some problems: changing of hand shapes, no synchronization and difference of length.
Hand shape in space features with PCA technical
To determine spatial of gestures, there're many approach as using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) space, matching algorithms as shape matching, contour shape, shape context, to warding the real-time hand gesture recognition so this step is low time cost that's still enough accuracy. We proposed using CPA method to reduce dimensions and present hand features space that has largest variable data for spatial features recognition. After hand image being segmented that will be converted to a gray image. Segmentation images of hand are not the same size, so it is resized into X (p i,j ; i = 0 ÷ 64, j = 0 ÷ 64). To reduce image distortion, size of image is larger than 64x64 pixels that will be scaled to 64 pixels. Size of image is smaller than 64x64pixels that will be scaled the same ratio and based on the center of the images. A row of X is template data, a column of X is feature. Data in rows of X aren't similar in amplitude so normalization is implemented by the 1 standard deviation that presents in (1):
is standard deviation in column j of X matrix, n is rows number of X matrix. Hand images ( * ) reshaped into matrix one row and 64x64cols that is Y ( ; = 1 ÷ 4096) that dates are still very big (4096 dimensions), as present in (2): 
So using PCA to reduce correlation data between component from Y helps to reduce computational workload and still enough information that will be implement in training phase and testing phase:
- ] that is input of PCA step and takes out feature space. In this research, PCA space is setup by 20 dimensions and feature space information PCA include: µ covariance matrix of vector in , eigenvalues is λ, eigenvectors is e and * is projects of H in PCA space that fators of training hand gesture set will be saved out file. This file will be read when system restart to have the feature space. -The second is testing phase: a gesture G has n postures ( = 1 ÷ ), in PCA space this gesture will be presented * ( = 1 ÷ ) as presents (3) Figure 6 . Go left hand gesture before and after projects on PCA space
Synchronizing hand gestures with DTW technical
As Sec. D., in a dynamic hand gesture class, each person implements gestures with difference lengths. That has a difference number of postures and some gestures aren't the same phase with other gestures (hand closing and hand opening state). The phase synchronization between two dynamic hand gestures that is necessary. Many techniques have been devised to perform these tasks as using DTW (Dynamic Time Wrapping), HMM (Hidden Markov Model), ... Our proposed that matching is implemented by DTW algorithm that is applied to solve the problem enable matched two samples signal having with different lengths for small errors and real time.
DTW method optimums match between the two time series with some constraints. Two sequence hand gesture are stretched non-linear along the time axis order to determine the similarity between them. The simplest version of DTW can be implemented by this presentation: two hand gestures G1{X11, X12,…X1n} and G2{X21, X22,…X2m} that length is n and m. DTW method will indicate that each X1i in the hand gesture G1 is matched positions in hand gesture G2. So, optimum matching pair is determined. This synchronization with some results as shown in Fig.  7 . below and that the PCA feature space using has good performed information of the hand shape. Those results will be utilized that is an input for the temporal hand gesture step. 
Hand gesture trajectory with KLT:
Many proposed methods in last years that are temporal hand gesture recognition. After hand localization and giving results of DTW in the previous step, building and matching movement sequence. In our proposed method, the hand motion trajectory is implemented by KLT that combines the optical flow method of Lucas-Kanade [25] and the good feature points segmentation method of Shi-Tomasi [26] . The algorithm determines optical flow of Lucas-Kanade that based on three assumptions: the invariance of light intensity, the movement of hands in two consequence frames is small and Cohesion of space (the neighboring points on the same surface of the hand is the same motion). KLT help to trajectory of feature points of hand or calculates optical flow of hand between two sequence postures. At the first frame of hand gesture, feature points of hand posture will be segmented and this feature points will be trajectoried by the next posture to the end posture of gesture. So, each feature point creates a trajectory. If optical flow of two sequence postures less than 1, features is seem not movement and if optical flow of two sequence postures more than 50, features is seem not reliable. So this no movement points and no reliable points will be removed. If the feature points are less than threshold in a frame, that frame will segment some new feature points and this new feature points will trajectory in the next frame. Our research utilizes 20 feature points between two sequence posture hands and implements continuously from the start posture to the end posture of each gesture. . Which is more robust than trajectory base on centroid point of posture because the hand segmentation step has many noises on background. This Fig .9 . illustrates trajectories of 20 feature points and an average trajectory of the go-right hand gesture in spatial-temporal coordinate. Red circles presents the feature point coordinates , at frame t (t = 0 ÷ (n-1)). Blue square is presented by , ̅̅̅̅. . In hand gesture recognition, a training set is P and a test set is T that is similar estimated by RMSE distance which calculates an error at , of P and T which is presented by following (4) formula:
But length of T and P aren't the same so a direction calculation doesn't implement (Fig .10a) . Thanks to the link between postures (T,P) that are DTW results so estimating RMSE will become feasible (Fig .11a) . The experimental results in Sec.IV will show the using RMSE is simple and separation results between the gestures is clear. If the RMSE values are smaller, two gestures (T, P) is more similar. This Fig .11a . illustrates the removing link of two trajectories, the blue path is trajectory of training gesture, the red path is trajectory of testing gesture, the gray path are links DTW. 
IV. EXPRIMENTAL RESULT
We evaluate the proposed method in the effectiveness utilizing of the spatial-temporal features that can be distinguished between two hand gestures based on three following assessments: (1) utilizing cross-correlation and the average squared error RMSE; (2) changes shape but not change trajectory; (3) change trajectory but not changes shape. 
Utilizing cross-correlation and the average squared error RMSE
In the first evaluation, the measurements performed using the cross-correlation value and RMSE between hand gesture test T and hand gesture training P. This assessment takes out that if only using cross-correlation between T and P that will be very difficult to distinguish between the two hand gestures; while combined DTW allows standardized length T and P, the assessment showed that RMSE is easy to distinguish between two different hand gestures. Table 3 illustrates that if only utilizing cross-correlation between two gestures (T, P) that is difficult to distinguish two hand gestures even the trajectory are identified; Because of the difference length of two trajectory (T,P) so the cross-correlation calculating isn't effectiveness. Our proposed method utilized DTW results to take out hand posture links and combine RMSE that clearly distinguish between two difference hand gestures. As shown in Table 3 , based on the minimum values (average is 36.5) when comparing testing hand gesture with training hand gesture that has 100% accurate results.
Changes shape but not change trajectory
This estimation is to check distinguishing of a dynamic hand gesture when the trajectory doesn't change but hand posture changes in time. Clearly illustration is distinguishing of close-open-close hand gesture that is on_off command. This dynamic hand gesture only changes hand shape but position of hand doesn't changing. Comparison results between on_off1 and on_off2 hand gestures with go_right and go_left hand gestures that is presented in following Table 4 : 
Change trajectory but not changes shape
This estimation is to check distinguishing of a hand gesture when the trajectory changes but hand shape doesn't change in time. Those dynamic hand gestures are go_right_1 and go_right_2. It changes only position and doesn't change hand shape that result is illustrated in Fig .11 : Figure 11 . "go_right_1" hand gesture (a) no changing on hand shape; (b) changing on trajectory (right_left)
The go_right_1 and go_right_2 that are the same trajectory with AC4 and not the same with AC5. So, RMSE value with AC4 are smaller than with AC5. Moreover, this values (63,06 and 58,59) are still more than average value of true hand gestures in table 3 (only 36.5). This shows that our system is still detecting and distinguishing if a person doesn't true implements a command. Table 6 following presents confusion matrix of recognition results with fine dynamic hand gestures (left, right, up, down, on-off) that implements by 5 people and each dynamic hand gesture implements in 5 times. Each set has 25 dynamic hand gestures, evaluation method is "Leave-p-out-cross-validation" method (p=5) to separates training and testing data. Ultilizing k_NN with RMSE distance to recognize dynamic hand gestures with mean time cost is (178 ± 12)ms and the accuracy rate at (96% ± 2.5). 
V. CONCLUSION
This report described a vision-based hand gesture recognition system. Our proposed method utilized basic techniques of vision-based to be applied to recognition of hand gestures with based techniques: PCA, DTW, optical flow and RMSE. How to perform relatively simple, and effective. Initial results solve the requirement problems of our dynamic hand gesture recognition with accuracy approximates 96% and time rate approximates 178ms/frame. Thus, it is feasible to implement my recognition system to control the TV or indoor lighting system. In the future, we will continue improving, reducing time rate and perfecting the gesture recognition system that is built a controlling system equipments in the room using by the hand gesture recognition.
